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Car Show Volunteers Recognized 
Volunteers that contributed 
their time and effort to the 
2017 Veteran’s Weekend Car 
Show  were  invited to gather 
at the volunteers’ recognition 
event on March 3rd at the 
Colony Amenity Center to 
celebrate a most successful   
car show held last November.  
Nearly all the volunteers    
were able to attend the event                        
(about 62 ). All feasted on   

BBQ prepared expertly by  
Greg and Susie Blume. The 
three co- chairs of the show , 
Bill Szelag, Bruce Mungiguerra, 
and Tony Sloterdijk, the team 
leads that were present, and all 
the volunteers were recognized 
and thanked by Bill Szelag and 
Jeff Kirk. Jeff presented the 
three co-chairs  with custom  
commemorative trophies  for 
their work in leading the car 



show effort.  A highlight of the 
evening  was a slide presentation of 
pictures from the car show that 
included captioned quotes from 
various show volunteers that were 
added to the pictures by Bill and Jeff.  
Some of these quotes may not have 
been exactly what they were saying or 
thinking at the time, but I’m sure they 
were  reasonably accurate. 

 

 I wonder 
when the 
cars will 

start coming 
in for us to 
park them 

You actually 
think you 
would fit 
into that 

size? 

The hat ! 
How much 

for the 
hat?   



Charity Guests at the March 

Member’s Meeting 
The general members’ meeting 
was held on March 14th at the 
Hampton.  Quite a number of 
charities that recently received 
donations from the club were 
represented at the meeting. 
They took the opportunity to  
thank the club members and to 
describe their missions or 
ministries.  The meeting also 
included a show and talk from 
Bill Whittaker on the cars and 
projects that he and Pam have 
had over the years.  The 
meeting was well attended with 
about  90 present. 

The 
Pregnancy 
Resource 
Center 

In the 
Streets 
Hands Up 
High 
Ministry 

The VFW 

Restoration Ranch 
Honor Flight 



March Social   - 
Roadhouse in Paige 

on March 28th 

Other Outings 

A few club members 
attended the Violet Crown 
Car Show in Austin on  

Four of our members attended the 
Bellville car show on March 10th. The 
show had 300 cars. Barbara found a 
1900 shaving cabinet that she couldn’t 
live without and after the show they 
went to the store and loaded it up. The 
Austin Classic Chevy Club got the award 
for most participation. The weather was 
great, enjoyed the cars and made new 
friends and visited with old friends. 
 - Jim Kennedy 

March 4th. There were about 40 cars, some local 
bands and a nice neighborhood atmosphere.              
-  Jeff Kirk 

 



Classic Muscle Leaves the Club 

    April 
 Mtg at 
Hampton 

     Club 
Social 
6pm 
 

    Board 
 Mtg at  
Comfort 
6:30 

    Boerne 
Vette Car 
Show 

    B&B 
Open 
House 
9to2pm 

    Boerne 
Vette Car 
Show 

When THE Oldsmobile guy, Bill Szelag,  decides to 
part with his 442 W-30, it probably means we all 
should get out of this hobby.  After about 20 years 
of ownership, Bill and 

Mary have parted 
ways with their highly 

restored icon of the muscle car world, and a top 
tier car overall within the Club.  The driver nestles 
the 442 up to a McLaren that he’s also 
transporting in this truck.  It’s in good company. 

 



St Patrick’s Day Cruise to Moulton 
About 30 members headed out for a leisurely cruise on March 17th to see some 
central Texas sights and have lunch at Kloesel’s Restaurant in Moulton.  We met at 
304 and 71 about 10am and led by Harry and Cheryl’s Cadillac, headed out  first 
over some nice country roads to Flatonia to make a short stop to view what is 
reported to be maybe the largest live oak tree in Texas.  Some detail-oriented 
skeptics in the club tried to measure the size of the tree, but ran out of time.  I’m 
sure they returned later. 

We stayed just long enough for a 
couple of old fuel pumps to think 
about vapor locking, but after a 
few extra cranks, everyone was 
rolling again. 
 

Then it was on to another short stop at one of the famous painted churches, St 
Mary’s in Praha. 



Moulton – (cont.) 

The church is extremely well restored.  When I first heard 
about painted churches, I thought it referred to the 
church being painted on the outside rather than having a 
brick or stone structure.  Of course it’s the interior that is 
the painted feature, with frescos and wall painting that 
make these churches special.  The outside grounds were 
quiet on this day, but if you haven’t been here for the 
Praha Festival, you haven’t seen how a Czech festival is 
done. After all, the word Praha means Prague. 
 
The next stop was our lunch break at Kloesel’s 
Steakhouse in Moulton.  I was told by the waitress that it 
is pronounced “Claysouls”.  Whatever.  Lunch was very 
satisfying and service was quite acceptable. 

 



Moulton – (cont.) 

A few cars headed home from 
Moulton while most ventured 
on, continuing to challenge the 
old car gods to a few more miles.  
About  10 miles further  was a  
break to check out more Czech 
heritage  at the Spoetzl Brewery, 
home of Shiner beer. Tours were 
not available that day but the 
sampling and merchandise room 
is always worth the stop. 

Again a few cruisers 
chose to head toward 
home from here while 
the remaining diehards 
drove on to Gonzalez 
and back to Bastrop. 
 
Thanks to Harry and 
Cheryl for organizing 
and leading this 
pleasant Saturday 
cruise.   



Members From Afar 

Our long time friends and car club members living in Japan, Barb 
and Steve DeWire, are very good at trying to keep in touch by 
sharing local sights and sightings of classic cars in Tokyo and 
beyond.  Here are a few recent sightings.  Thanks, Steve, for 
keeping in touch. 

"Good morning from a beautiful Spring Sunday morning here in Tokyo! Yesterday we had 
a chance to walk here in Roppongi Hills and also in Yoyogi Park to see the early Cherry 
Blossoms starting to bloom. So many people were out under the trees which is the 
tradition here during this very uplifting time. I miss the Blue Bonnets and other flowers 
there too and look at photos on line when I can. Recently, we also walked through 
Shinjuku-Gyoen Park here in Tokyo when just the early Plum Blossoms were in bloom and 
the rest of the Park was about to follow. May I also share photos of a wonderful car that 
we saw earlier on our trip to New Zealand. I came around the corner to a coffee shop and 
there it was......a world away from where it was made but looking great! We have also 
included a photo from our time in Kawazu south of Tokyo along the coast by train. They 
have the early Plum Cherry Blossoms that people travel to see. By the time you read the 
newsletter we will be in full stride for the Blossoms and I will look forward to sharing 
more photos in the next issue! I am always on the hunt for American Cars here in the City 
and I will be able to see more as we go into Spring. Steve" 


